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NEL coils - Extreme Depth, Stability & Target Separation!
Coils designed for your specic needs
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NEL big 

Fixing bolt  velcro cable strap and supplied

All NEL coils are field tested to insure peak performance

Protec�ve cap
Protect the connector
from dirt and dust (1-2)

Connectors have 
gold or silver
plated contacts
(depending on model)

High-strength cable
with a larger
cross-sec�on of conductors.
Made in Germany

Rubber clevis
rings keep coil

in desired posi�on

DD
Double-D coil 

Heavy duty coil 
moun�ng bracket

Outer shell
manufactured from
impact stabilized plas�c
that is also 
UV resistant

The coil is completely
waterproof

Coil cover
for extra protec�on
on harsh terrain

Waterproof  reliefcable strain

Base of coil has
composite materials

that are wear
resistant so coil cover

is not necessary

Depth

Target separa�on: hearing non-ferrous
amongst ferrous targets

Sensi�vity to big targets

Sensi�vity to small targets

The BIG is our deepest seeking coil and it has been confirmed by independent experts to be 
the deepest DD coil on the market. The BIG is ideal for searching open areas where you need 
coverage and depth. It excels on coin size targets and above but it will also hear a 1 gram 
target over 9” deep! The BIG is 100% waterproof and fully submersible.
Durable marine grade plas�c coa�ng is used on the coil so a coil cover is not needed. 
Designed for stability even in harsh ground condi�ons.
Recommended for experienced users.

technical characteristics

Black GrayColor:

Size:

Weight:*

*weight without coil cover (may vary 
slightly).
Coil may be used without coil cover.

nel-coils.com  

15"x17" 38x43 см

920 g32.4 oz
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NEL Attack

The ATTACK is a deep seeking coil that provides excellent coverage. Depth very close to the 
BIG coil but it is slightly lighter and provides be�er target separa�on. The ATTACK is 100% 
waterproof and fully submersible. Durable marine grade plas�c coa�ng is used on the coil so 
a coil cover is not needed. 
Designed for stability even in harsh ground condi�ons. 
Recommended for experienced users.

technical characteristics

Black GrayColor:

Size:

Weight:*

*weight without coil cover (may vary 
slightly).
Coil may be used without coil cover.
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Depth

Target separa�on: hearing non-ferrous
amongst ferrous targets

Sensi�vity to big targets

Sensi�vity to small targets

Fixing bolt  velcro cable strap and supplied

All NEL coils are field tested to insure peak performance

Protec�ve cap
Protect the connector
from dirt and dust (1-2)

Connectors have 
gold or silver
plated contacts
(depending on model)

High-strength cable
with a larger
cross-sec�on of conductors.
Made in Germany

Rubber clevis
rings keep coil

in desired posi�on

DD
Double-D coil 

Heavy duty coil 
moun�ng bracket

Outer shell
manufactured from
impact stabilized plas�c
that is also 
UV resistant

The coil is completely
waterproof

Coil cover
for extra protec�on
on harsh terrain

Waterproof  reliefcable strain

Base of coil has
composite materials

that are wear
resistant so coil cover

is not necessary

15"x15" 38x38 см

720 g25.3 oz
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NEL storm

The STORM is designed to detect medium and small targets at depths which are out of the 
range of other standard coils. Working with a slow swing will maximise its ability to find not 
only large and medium targets but small targets which weigh less than 1g (up to 8”deep). The 
STORM has a proven track record of finding coins and ar�facts at military camp sites and 
ba�lefields. The STORM is 100% waterproof and fully submersible. Durable marine grade 
plas�c coa�ng is used on the coil so a coil cover is not needed. 
Designed for stability even in harsh ground condi�ons.
 Recommended for experienced users.

technical characteristics

Black GrayColor:

Size:

Weight:*

*weight without coil cover (may vary 
slightly).
Coil may be used without coil cover.
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Depth

Target separa�on: hearing non-ferrous
amongst ferrous targets

Sensi�vity to big targets

Sensi�vity to small targets

Fixing bolt  velcro cable strap and supplied

All NEL coils are field tested to insure peak performance

Protec�ve cap
Protect the connector
from dirt and dust (1-2)

Connectors have 
gold or silver
plated contacts
(depending on model)

High-strength cable
with a larger
cross-sec�on of conductors.
Made in Germany

Rubber clevis
rings keep coil

in desired posi�on

DD
Double-D coil 

Heavy duty coil 
moun�ng bracket

Outer shell
manufactured from
impact stabilized plas�c
that is also 
UV resistant

The coil is completely
waterproof

Coil cover
for extra protec�on
on harsh terrain

Waterproof  reliefcable strain

Base of coil has
composite materials

that are wear
resistant so coil cover

is not necessary

13"x14" 33x35.5 см

670 g23.6 oz



The THUNDER is the latest development that combines high levels of detec�on depth and 
selec�vity. It should be noted that the selec�vity in this coil is outstanding for its size (14,5x10,5 
inches). The coil is focused on the detec�on of medium and large targets at depths not achievable 
for any standard coil.  Working with a slow swing will maximise its ability to find not only large and 
medium targets but small targets which weigh less than 1g (up to 8”deep). The THUNDER has a 
proven track record of finding coins and ar�facts at military camp sites and ba�lefields. The 
THUNNDER is 100% waterproof and fully submersible. Durable marine grade plas�c coa�ng is 
used on the coil so a coil cover is not needed. Designed for stability even in harsh ground 
condi�ons. Recommended for experienced users.

technical characteristics

Black GrayColor:

Size:

Weight:*

*weight without coil cover (may vary 
slightly).
Coil may be used without coil cover.

Depth

Target separa�on: hearing non-ferrous
amongst ferrous targets

Sensi�vity to big targets

Sensi�vity to small targets

Fixing bolt  velcro cable strap and supplied

All NEL coils are field tested to insure peak performance

Protec�ve cap
Protect the connector
from dirt and dust (1-2)

Connectors have 
gold or silver
plated contacts
(depending on model)

High-strength cable
with a larger
cross-sec�on of conductors.
Made in Germany

Rubber clevis
rings keep coil

in desired posi�on

DD
Double-D coil 

Heavy duty coil 
moun�ng bracket

Outer shell
manufactured from
impact stabilized plas�c
that is also 
UV resistant

The coil is completely
waterproof

Coil cover
for extra protec�on
on harsh terrain

Waterproof  reliefcable strain

Base of coil has
composite materials

that are wear
resistant so coil cover

is not necessary

14.5"x10.5" 37x26.5 см

570 g20.1 oz
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NEL tornado

The TORNADO is the most popular NEL coil. It has excellent depth and coverage with good 
target separa�on. It is very light for its size (weighing under 20 oz) making it less stressful on 
the arm when searching all day. Replace your standard coil with a TORNADO and see what 
you have been missing! The TORNADO is 100% waterproof and fully submersible.
Durable marine grade plas�c coa�ng is used on the coil so a coil cover is not needed. 
Designed for stability even in harsh ground condi�ons.
Recommended for experienced users as well as beginners.

technical characteristics

Black GrayColor:

Size:

Weight:*

*weight without coil cover (may vary 
slightly).
Coil may be used without coil cover.

nel-coils.com  

Depth

Target separa�on: hearing non-ferrous
amongst ferrous targets

Sensi�vity to big targets

Sensi�vity to small targets

Fixing bolt  velcro cable strap and supplied

All NEL coils are field tested to insure peak performance

Protec�ve cap
Protect the connector
from dirt and dust (1-2)

Connectors have 
gold or silver
plated contacts
(depending on model)

High-strength cable
with a larger
cross-sec�on of conductors.
Made in Germany

Rubber clevis
rings keep coil

in desired posi�on

DD
Double-D coil 

Heavy duty coil 
moun�ng bracket

Outer shell
manufactured from
impact stabilized plas�c
that is also 
UV resistant

The coil is completely
waterproof

Coil cover
for extra protec�on
on harsh terrain

Waterproof 
cable strain relief

Base of coil has
composite materials

that are wear
resistant so coil cover

is not necessary

12"x13" 30.5x33 см

560 g19.7 oz
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NEL hunter

The HUNTER, with its ellip�cal shape, is designed to hear targets deep between trash. It does 
very well separa�ng targets close to iron. The coil is light weighing only 17.2 oz! 
The HUNTER is 100% waterproof and fully submersible. Durable marine grade plas�c coa�ng 
is used on the coil so a coil cover is not needed. 
Designed for stability even in harsh ground condi�ons. 
Recommended for experienced users as well as beginners.

technical characteristics

Black GrayColor:

Size:

Weight:*

*weight without coil cover (may vary 
slightly).
Coil may be used without coil cover.

nel-coils.com  

Depth

Target separa�on: hearing non-ferrous
amongst ferrous targets

Sensi�vity to big targets

Sensi�vity to small targets

Fixing bolt  velcro cable strap and supplied

All NEL coils are field tested to insure peak performance

Protec�ve cap
Protect the connector
from dirt and dust (1-2)

Connectors have 
gold or silver
plated contacts
(depending on model)

High-strength cable
with a larger
cross-sec�on of conductors.
Made in Germany

Rubber clevis
rings keep coil

in desired posi�on

DD
Double-D coil 

Heavy duty coil 
moun�ng bracket

Outer shell
manufactured from
impact stabilized plas�c
that is also 
UV resistant

The coil is completely
waterproof

Coil cover
for extra protec�on
on harsh terrain

Waterproof 
cable strain relief

Base of coil has
composite materials

that are wear
resistant so coil cover

is not necessary

12.5"x8.5" 31.5x21.5 см

490 g17.2 oz
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NEL Sharpshooter

The SHARPSHOOTER is designed to search heavy trash areas especially those places li�ered 
with iron. The coil is light and easy to maneuver. We have had tremendous success using this 
coil near old founda�ons and other areas li�ered with debris. Don't let the size of this coil 
fool you; the SHARPSHOOTER s�ll gets excellent depth! This coil can be special ordered with 
a cable up to 10 feet long. The SHARPSHOOTER is 100% waterproof and fully submersible.
Durable marine grade plas�c coa�ng is used on the coil so a coil cover is not needed. 
Designed for stability even in harsh ground condi�ons.
Recommended for experienced users as well as beginners.

technical characteristics

Black GrayColor:

Size:

Weight:*

*weight without coil cover (may vary 
slightly).
Coil may be used without coil cover.

nel-coils.com  

Depth

Target separa�on: hearing non-ferrous
amongst ferrous targets

Sensi�vity to big targets

Sensi�vity to small targets

Fixing bolt  velcro cable strap and supplied

All NEL coils are field tested to insure peak performance

Protec�ve cap
Protect the connector
from dirt and dust (1-2)

Connectors have 
gold or silver
plated contacts
(depending on model)

High-strength cable
with a larger
cross-sec�on of conductors.
Made in Germany

Rubber clevis
rings keep coil

in desired posi�on

DD
Double-D coil 

Heavy duty coil 
moun�ng bracket

Outer shell
manufactured from
impact stabilized plas�c
that is also 
UV resistant

The coil is completely
waterproof

Coil cover
for extra protec�on
on harsh terrain

Waterproof 
cable strain relief

Base of coil has
composite materials

that are wear
resistant so coil cover

is not necessary

9.5"x5.5" 24x14 см

350 g12.3 oz
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NEL snake

The SNAKE is designed for extreme target separa�on on small to medium size targets. This 
coil is perfect for searching on the beaches. It will of course find larger targets too but this size 
coil is ideal for hearing coins, bu�ons, chains, bracelets, pendants, rings and other small 
targets hiding amongst iron. The depth is very respectable! This coil can be special ordered 
with a cable up to 10 feet long. The SNAKE is 100% waterproof and fully submersible. Durable 
marine grade plas�c coa�ng is used on the coil so a coil cover is not needed. 
Designed for stability even in harsh ground condi�ons. 
Recommended for experienced users as well as beginners.

technical characteristics

Black GrayColor:

Size:

Weight:*

*weight without coil cover (may vary 
slightly).
Coil may be used without coil cover.

nel-coils.com  

Depth

Target separa�on: hearing non-ferrous
amongst ferrous targets

Sensi�vity to big targets

Sensi�vity to small targets

Fixing bolt  velcro cable strap and supplied

All NEL coils are field tested to insure peak performance

Protec�ve cap
Protect the connector
from dirt and dust (1-2)

Connectors have 
gold or silver
plated contacts
(depending on model)

High-strength cable
with a larger
cross-sec�on of conductors.
Made in Germany

Rubber clevis
rings keep coil

in desired posi�on

DD
Double-D coil 

Heavy duty coil 
moun�ng bracket

Outer shell
manufactured from
impact stabilized plas�c
that is also 
UV resistant

The coil is completely
waterproof

Coil cover
for extra protec�on
on harsh terrain

Waterproof 
cable strain relief

Base of coil has composite materials
that are wear resistant so coil cover
is not necessary

6.5"x3.5" 16.5x9 см

300 g10.5 oz
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NEL sharp

The SHARP is designed for extreme target separa�on on small to medium size targets. It will 
of course find larger targets too but this size coil is ideal for hearing coins, bu�ons, bullets, 
rings and other small targets hiding amongst iron. The depth is very respectable! This coil can 
be special ordered with a cable up to 10 feet long. The SHARP is 100% waterproof and fully 
submersible. Durable marine grade plas�c coa�ng is used on the coil so a coil cover is not 
needed. 
Designed for stability even in harsh ground condi�ons. 
Recommended for experienced users as well as beginners.

technical characteristics

Black GrayColor:

Size:

Weight:*

weight without coil cover (may vary 
slightly).
Coil may be used without coil cover.

*
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Depth

Target separa�on: hearing non-ferrous
amongst ferrous targets

Sensi�vity to big targets

Sensi�vity to small targets

Fixing bolt  velcro cable strap and supplied

All NEL coils are field tested to insure peak performance

Protec�ve cap
Protect the connector
from dirt and dust (1-2)

Connectors have 
gold or silver
plated contacts
(depending on model)

High-strength cable
with a larger
cross-sec�on of conductors.
Made in Germany

Rubber clevis
rings keep coil

in desired posi�on

DD
Double-D coil 

Heavy duty coil 
moun�ng bracket

Outer shell
manufactured from
impact stabilized plas�c
that is also 
UV resistant

The coil is completely
waterproof

Coil cover
for extra protec�on
on harsh terrain

Waterproof 
cable strain relief

Base of coil has composite materials
that are wear resistant so coil cover
is not necessary

5"x5" 12.5 12.5x  см

250 g8.8 oz



The massive gold chain
Loca�on: Australia

 GoldMaterial:
 Minelab X-Terra 705Metal Detector:

 NEL Hunter 18.75 kHzSearch coil:

Viking silver treasure

Loca�on: United Kingdom
 SilverMaterial:

 Garre� Euro Ace, AT ProMetal Detector:
 NEL TornadoSearch coil:

Finds with NEL coils 

Treasure awarded the status of national 
importance because of its size and rarity. The 
treasure consists of silver ingots and fragments 
of bracelets, some of which have been 
identified as products, possibly with Russian 
silver.

Dirham Treasure Coins
Loca�on: Russia

 SilverMaterial:
 Minelab X-Terra 705Metal Detector:

 NEL Tornado 18.75 kHzSearch coil:

"Poltina" of Peter I
Loca�on: Russia

 SilverMaterial:
 Minelab X-Terra 705Metal Detector:

 NEL TornadoSearch coil:



5 dollars 1806
Loca�on: USA

 GoldMaterial:
 Garre� AT ProMetal Detector:

 NEL TornadoSearch coil:

2,5 dollars 1853 on a chain
Loca�on: USA

 GoldMaterial:
 Garre� AT ProMetal Detector:

 NEL TornadoSearch coil:

Treasure of XV century
Loca�on: Ukraine

 SilverMaterial:
 Garre� Ace 250Metal Detector:

 NEL A�ackSearch coil:

Follow the news of NEL on social networks:

https://www.youtube.com/NELCOILS

https://www.facebook.com/nel.coils.7

https://twitter.com/NELCoils http://vk.com/nel.coils
http://vk.com/coilsnel

http://instagram.com/nel.coils

https://plus.google.com/+NelCoils

To find informa�on about NEL Coils use hashtags:

Guinea 1777
Loca�on: United Kingdom

 GoldMaterial:
 Garre� Ace 250Metal Detector:

 NEL TornadoSearch coil:

nel-coils.com

Finds with NEL coils 

#nelcoils #nelbig #nelattack #nelstorm #nelthunder #neltornado #nelhunter #nelsharpshooter #nelsnake #nelsharp


